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HYDRONET

SURFACE PREPARATION

WHAT IT’S FOR

DESCRIPTION

The surface to be treated must be aged, clean, dry and dust-free.

Pour the product into a clean container and proceed with the 
application making sure to distribute it evenly until the support is 
saturated by passing more coats wet on wet.

METHOD OF USE

In the presence of supports having residues of lime or cement, saline 
efflorescence, moss, lichens etc. which can prevent the penetration of 
HYDRONET clean the area with STRONG (consult the relative 
technical sheet).

Suitable for porous and absorbent materials such as terracotta, 
natural stone, cements and cement-based synthetic conglomerates.

HYDRONET is a product based on alkyl-fluorine and silane and works 
diluted in water. It is specifically formulated for oil-water repellent 
treatment without altering the external appearance of the supports 
and avoiding the rise of salt efflorescence.

HYDRONET is applied by brush or roller and is ready to use..
Shake the product well before use.

On surfaces that are not absorbent be careful not to leave excess 
product and if necessary absorb it with a clean and dry cloth.

APPLICATION

To obtain a more pleasant finish it is advisable to apply some wax.

In the presence of smog, grease and other soil residues, clean the 
surface with MAXXXI (consult the relative technical sheet).

TRATTAMENTI

impregnante oleo-idrorepellente
a base acquosa per pavimenti
assorbenti

PACKAGING

Ph  6

1 lt. bottle                  5 lt.  tank

Specific weight 1,0 kg./lt.

WARNINGS

CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Do not apply the product in the presence of 
rain, fog or on damp or overheated surfaces.

HYDRONET must be applied to material with a 
temperature of between 5° and 35°C. and in 
compliance with all the safety regulations 
provided for by the laws in force, present on 
the Product Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).

10 lt.  tank  25 lt.  tank

(average indicative value according to the type and state 
of the surfaces).

Color  colourless
Product appearance liquid

Odor  inodour

Water solubility soluble

2  
6 - 8 m /lt.  

Flammability non flammable

AVERAGE CONSUMPTION

Store the product in a dry and well ventilated 
place indoors at a temperature of between 
+5°C and +35°C. in its original packaging 
for up to 12 months.

STORAGE AND SHELF-LIFE

NETTEX
BUILDING SOLUTIONS

The information contained in this document is given in good faith based on our current knowledge. It is only an indication and is in no way binding, particularly as 
regards infringement of or prejudice to third party rights through the use of our products. FOUR GROUP S.r.l. guarantees that its products comply with its sales 
specifications. This information must on no account be used as a substitute for necessary prior tests which alone can ensure that a product is suitable for given use. Users 
are responsible for ensuring compliance with local legislation and for obtaining the necessary certifications and authorisations. Users are requested to check that they 
are in possession of the latest version of this document and FOUR GROUP S.r.l. is at their disposal to supply any additional information.

SURFACE 
PROTECTORS

oil-water repellant, WATER BASED STAIns 
for absorbent floors   


